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CONS P EC TU S

C arbon fullerenes and nanotubes revolutionized understanding
of the reactivity of nanoscale compounds. Subsequently, our

group and others discovered analogous inorganic compounds with
hollow, closed nanostructures. Such inorganic nanostructures offer
many applications, particularly in the energy and electronics
industries.

One way to create inorganic nanostructures is via misfit layer-
ed compounds (MLC), which are stacks of alternating two-dimen-
sional molecular slabs, typically held together via weak van der
Waals forces. They contain “misfits” in their a�b plane structures
that can make them unstable, leading to collapse of the slabs into
tubular nanostructures. For example, metal chalcogenide MLCs of the general formula (MX)1þy/TX2 (M = Sn, Pb, Bi, Sb, and other
rare earths; T = Sn, Ti, V, Cr, Nb, Ta, etc.; X = S or Se) consist of a superstructure of alternating layers where theMX unit belongs to a
(distorted NaCl) orthorhombic symmetry group (O), the TX2 layer possesses trigonal (T) or octahedral symmetry, and the two
layers are held together via both van der Waals and polar forces. A misfit in the a axis or both a and b axes of the two sublattices
may lead to the formation of nanostructures as the lattices relax via scrolling. Previous research has also shown that the abundance
of atoms with dangling bonds in the rims makes nanoparticles of compounds with layered structure unstable in the planar form,
and they tend to fold into hollow closed structures such as nanotubes.

This Account shows that combining these two triggers, misfits and dangling bond annihilation in the slab rims, leads to new
kinds of nanotubes fromMLCs. In particular, we report the structure of two new types of nanotubes frommisfits, namely, the SnS/
SnS2 and PbS/NbS2 series. To decipher the complex structures of these nanotubes, we use a range of methods: high-resolution
transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS), selected area electron diffraction (SAED)
analyses, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and Cs-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in the high-
angle annular dark-field mode (HAADF). In both new types, the lattice mismatch between the two alternating sublayers dictates the
relative layer-stacking order and leads to a variety of chiral tubular structures. In particular, the incommensuration (a type ofmisfit) of the
SnS2/SnS system in both the (in plane) a and b directions leads to a variety of relative in-plane orientation and stacking orders along the
common c-axis. Thus the SnS/SnS2 nanotubes form superstructureswith the sequence O�T andO�T�T, andmixtures thereof.We also
report nanotubes of the misfit layered compound (PbS)1.14NbS2, and of NbS2 intercalated with Pb atoms, with the chemical formula
PbNbS2. Thus, the possibility to use two kinds of folding mechanisms jointly offers a new apparatus for the synthesis of unique 1-D
nanostructures of great complexity and a potentially large diversity of physicochemical properties.

Introduction
A new twist in the understanding of chemical reactivity in

the nanoscale came with the discovery of carbon

fullerenes1 and nanotubes.2 Equally important was the

finding of hollow closed nanostructures of WS2 first3 and

subsequently MoS2
4 and BN.5 Thus, the concept of hollow,

closed nanostructures transcended into the realm of the

vast field of inorganic compounds with layered structure.
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These compounds are made of 2-D molecular slabs stacked

together via weak van der Waals forces. It was proposed

that the loosely bonded rim atoms would lead to inherent

instability of the planar MoS2 nanosheets, where the ratio of

rim to bulk atoms is very large, provoking foldingof the layer

into hollow cage structures, that is, multiwall quasi-spherical

(fullerene-like) nanostructures (IF) and nanotubes (INT). Ob-

viously, these multiwall nanotubes are stable in the nano-

scale only.6 Being globally less stable than the macroscopic

sheet, they can be obtained via kinetically controlled reac-

tions only. Contrarily, a variety of naturally occurring alumo

(magnesium)-silica minerals, like immogolite,7 chrysotile,8

and hallyosite,9 which have asymmetric structure along the

stacking (c) axis, are thermodynamically stable in the nano-

tubular form as manifested through their existence over

geological time scales and theoretical works.10,11 The first

classification between these two families of layered com-

pounds and the folding tendency of the asymmetric ones

was established by Pauling.12

Another family of materials with asymmetric structure

are the misfit layered compounds (MLC), which are made of

alternating stacking ofmolecular layerswith different chem-

ical composition and periodicities. They usually form an

incommensurate or a semi-incommensurate lattice, at least

along one direction. These compounds have been investi-

gated quite intensively for several decades.13�16 In particu-

lar, the series of MLCs (MX)1þy(TX2)m (M = Sn, Pb, Bi, Sb, or

rare earths; T = Sn, Ti, V, Cr, Nb, or Ta; X = S or Se; 0.08 < y <

0.32;m=1�3)was investigated thoroughly.14�16 The c-axis

is the stacking direction, and the incommensuration is ex-

pressed as aMX 6¼ aTX2
(generally, the b-axis is almost

identical for the two compounds). MX is an orthorhombic

bilayer (consisting of two distorted 002-oriented planes)

aligned periodically perpendicular to the common “c”-axis,

while TX2 crystallizes in a trigonal-prismatic or octahedral

(pseudohexagonal) lattice as roughly shown in Figure 1a.

Also generally, y = 4/2(aTX2
/aMX) � 1, where the ratio

4/2 = 2 is determined by the number of formula units in the

unit cell of each sublattice (4 for MX and 2 for TX2). The

parameter “m” is an integer representing the number of TX2

units alternating with the MX unit in the superstructure (m =

1, 2, or 3) in a single (MX)1þy(TX2)mmolecular slab (along the

c-axis). The interaction between the two subsystems leads to

modulation of the lattice structure, which was studied by

electron diffraction.17 Therefore, the (MX)1þy(TX2)m system

forms a global supersymmetry, which may be different, in

general, from the lattice symmetry of each of the comprising

bulk crystals.

Recent advances in materials synthesis provide a new

tool to fabricate new [(MSe)1þy]n(TSe2)m superstructures with

T =W, Mo, or Ta and M = Pb or Sn with much larger control

and versatility than before.19,20

Much knowledge on the relaxation mechanisms of the

lattice strain in MLC was known before from detailed XRD

analysis14�16 and electron diffraction data.17,18 The formation

of cylindrical MLC fromMX�TX2 was discussed in some detail,

mostly in connection with the mineral cylindrite.13,18 More

recently this relaxationmechanismwasdiscussed in the context

of tubes and scrolls produced from the MLCs (PbS)1.14(NbS2)2
21

and (BiS)1.17(NbS2)n
22withn=1�4.Asa first approximation, the

radius of curvature is determined by themismatch between the

a-axes of the two sublattices.21 Additionally, the relatively large

thickness of the molecular slab, ∼1.2�3 nm, and the high

rigidity of the bonds was thought to impose a steric hindrance

on the radius of curvature of the “misfit” layers.

Indeed, MLCs are suitable candidates to form rolled-up

structures in the form of tubes or scrolls. An example for

such structures is the “misfit” tube with the stoichiometry

(PbS)1.14(NbS2)2.
21 The tubule axis is expected to coincide

with the commensurate b direction. Surprisingly, most

PbS1.14(NbS2)2 tubes were found to be chiral.21 This fact

was attributed to the small misfit between the b axes of

the pristine compounds, which accommodates elastically

and causes the axis of curvature to deviate somewhat from

the “commensurate” direction, that is, lead to chiral tubes.21

Spontaneous bending is mostly expected for an asymmetric

lamella, that is, limited on one side by aMS and on the other

side by a TS2 layer as shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1. Schematic representation of (a) the structure of the
(MX)1þy(TX2) misfit compound, (b) the structure of the (MS)1þy(TS2) misfit
compound at initiation of the bending, and (c) formation of the tubular
structure.
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This driving force is complementary to the already estab-

lished closure mechanism, that is, annihilation of the dan-

gling bonds at the periphery of the layers of the inorganic

nanotube (INT) nanostructures.3

Recognizing the fact that the driving force for the scrolling

of misfit structures is disparate from the stimulus to form

carbon nanotubes or those of WS2 and MoS2, it is quite

natural to hypothesize that the two independent stimuli can

be combined and activated simultaneously, leading to a

new kind of nanotubular structures from MLCs. With that

notion inmind, a new strategy to synthesize nanotubes from

themisfit compound SnS�SnS2, which is the first example of

this new series, was uncovered. Obviously, other mechan-

isms, like the well-known vapor�liquid�solid (VLS) method,

can be also engendered for the growth of nanotubes from

2-D compounds.23 Furthermore, the “misfit” driving force

was discussed in terms of the difference in lattice constants

at room temperature21 and is likely to differ for the relevant

growth temperatures.

SnS�SnS2 Nanotubes
In the SnS�SnS2 system, the relevant bulk structures forming

theMLCpossess a layered structure.R-SnS2 crystallizes in the

CdI2 layered structure24�26 with a pseudohexagonal unit

cell sometimes referred as trigonal (T). The simplest polytype

of SnS2 with a space group P3m1 is designated either 1T or

2H depending on the system of labeling with a = 0.36486

nm and c = 0.58992 nm and one sulfur�metal�sulfur triple

layer as a repeat unit. R-SnS (Pnma), the bulk phase Herzen-

bergite, has a GeS structure with an orthorhombic (O) (highly

distorted NaCl) unit cell. The lattice parameters of this phase

are a = 1.118 nm, b = 0.398 nm, and c = 0.432 nm.27 (Note

that in order to be consistent with different literature sources

andavoid confusion, the usually referred c-axis of SnS,which is

perpendicular to the basal planes, is represented by the index

“h” in the hkl notation). In both compounds, the layers are

stacked together by weak van der Waals forces and some

degree of polar bond formation (partial charge transfer).

Figure 2 shows a hedgehog-like agglomerate of SnS�SnS2
superstructure tubular nanocrystals with different internal

structures obtained via high temperature vapor transport of

Sn�S species in the presence of bismuth and antimony

sulfide catalysts.28,29 The interplanar spacings of both SnS2
and SnS layers measured from the selected area electron

diffraction (SAED) patterns of Sn�S tubules are unchanged

relative to the bulk counterparts within 3%.29 Therefore,

unlike in the SnS�NbS2
30 and PbS�NbS2 systems,21 it is

believed that in the SnS�SnS2 “misfit” system, both SnS2 and

SnS almost retain their original bulk structure upon stacking.

Consequently,misfit occurs along the two in-planedirections

(a and b). Another example for such two-axis mismatch is

shown for the (PbSe)0.99WSe2, (PbSe)MoSe2, and (SnSe)MoSe2
systems.19 Such two axis mismatch may lead to different in-

plane orientations between the SnS and SnS2 layers and

different folding vectors. Also, the diversity of different internal

structures of the tubules is a result of different periodicities

along the common “c”-axis between the SnS2 and SnS layers

with stoichiometries of (SnS)1.32(SnS2), (SnS)1.32(SnS2)2, and

[(SnS)1.32]2(SnS2)3, designated as O�T, O�T�T, and O�T�
O�T�T, respectively.29 A superstructure sheet in the scrolling

process and tubules with apparent scrolling steps are marked

FIGURE 2. Low (a) and high (b, c) magnification scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) images of a “hedgehog-like” agglomerate of
SnS�SnS2 tubuleswith different internal structure andmorphology. The
hollow cores, the scrolling process, and the scrolling steps are clearly
visible in panel b and marked by blue arrows in panel c.
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by blue arrows in Figure 2c. The existence of dislocation-like

defects (not shown here) suggests that the transition from the

scroll-like to the concentric tubes occurred mainly by disloca-

tion mechanism as was shown also for graphite.31 However,

nodirectonlineevidence for the “zippering”ofedges,which isa

key step for the transition from a nanoscroll into nanotube,

was observed so-far.

Figure 3a shows a TEM image of the most commonly

encountered SnS/SnS2 nanotube with O�T�T superstruc-

ture having 1.74 nm periodicity. The periodicity is clearly

seen in the line profile and can also be deduced from the

series of basal reflections in the diffraction pattern as

marked by the blue arrows in the diffraction pattern (first

and second order are covered under the central beam). The

FIGURE 3. (a) TEM images of SnS/SnS2 tubule with O�T�T periodicity. (top) High and low (inset) magnification images. (middle) SAED pattern taken
from the area shown in the high-magnification image. Tubule axis is marked by a pink double arrow. Spots pertinent to the same interplanar spacing
are marked by segmented circles and their measured values and Miller indices are indicated. Red circles correspond to SnS2 and green to SnS. Blue
arrows mark the basal reflections produced by the superstructure. (bottom) Line profile obtained from the region enclosed in the rectangle in the
upper image. (b) TEM images of SnS�SnS2 tubule with O�T periodicity. (top) High and low (inset) magnification images. (middle) SAED pattern taken
from the area shown in the high-magnification image. Notation is similar to panel a. (bottom) Line profile obtained from the region enclosed in the
rectangle in the upper image.
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reflections of SnS2 pertinent to (10.0) and (11.0) planes (in

hexagonal systems hk.l is equivalent to thenotation hkilwith

i = �(h þ k)) are marked by red segmented circles while the

010 and 011 reflections of SnS are marked by the green

segmented circles. The interplanar spacings are indicated in

the diffraction pattern. They are all in good agreement with

values of bulk SnS2
25,26 and SnS27 single crystals within 3%

deviation. Such a deviation can be attributed to strain-

induced variation of the interplanar distances but also to

the limited precision of the distancemeasurements between

the corresponding spots.

In the current tube, there are 12 sets of 10.0 and 11.0

reflections of SnS2, which are distributed with equal azimuthal

angle from each other on the red segmented circles of the

SAED pattern. The multiplicity factors (the number of equiva-

lent planes) for both these planes are six. Also, two couples of

the 11.0 and the 10.0 diffraction spots of the SnS2 (marked by

short red arrows; out of the total 12 pairs for each (11.0) and

(10.0) planes) almost coincidewith the tubule axis (pinkdouble

arrow). Such an observation suggests the occurrence of two

different rolling vectors of the SnS2 layers within the same

tubule. For SnS, two of its 011 couples of spots (out of the

eight pairs) almost coincide with the tubule axis (marked by

green arrows). Therefore, the axis of the tube almost coin-

cides with the normal to (011) planes of SnS. Furthermore,

the 011 spots of SnS azimuthally coincide with the 10.0

spots of SnS2 (see for example green and red arrows).

Therefore, the in-plane orientation between the SnS2 and

SnS layers can be determined, see Figure 5d in ref 29. This

configuration is relevant to most of the nanotubes ob-

served in this study. However, in a few percent of the

tubules, the normal to the (010) planes of SnS coincides

with the normal to the (10.0) planes of SnS2 and with the

tube axis as was previously shown.28

The helical arrangement of the SnS2 and SnS layers

manifests itself through the difference in the orientation of

the atomic lattice on the top and the bottom walls of the

tubule. Each of the top and bottom walls of a helical tube

with a single helix angle will give rise to splitting of the 11.0,

10.0, 010, and 011 spots of SnS2 and SnS, respectively. The

chiral angle can be estimated from the splitting of the

mentioned reflections in the diffraction pattern and equals

half the angle of the azimuthal splitting of the spots.

The chiral angle of the SnS2 layers was determined from

the azimuthal splitting of the 11.0 sets as marked by red

small circle in the diffraction pattern and was found to be

∼1.4�. For SnS, a value of ∼1.5� was determined from the

splitting of the four sets of the 010 reflections ormore clearly

from their second-order 020 spots as marked by the green

small circle in the diffraction pattern in Figure 3a.

Figure 3b shows an example of the second most com-

monly encountered SnS�SnS2 nanotubewithO�T superstruc-

ture and 1.15 nm periodicity. The periodicity is shown in the

line profile and confirmedalso by the series of basal reflections

in the diffraction pattern as marked by the blue arrows (first

order is coveredunder the central beam). In that specific tubule,

the 10.0, 11.0, 010, and 011 reflections of SnS2 and SnS form

almost a ring-like pattern indicating the presence of multiple

helicities. Alternately, such a pattern can be obtained from a

scroll-like nanostructure. A more detailed analysis of these

nanostructures was presented previously.29 The tubule has a

telescopic structure and is a part of big hedgehog-like tubular

agglomerate (similar to that shown in Figure 2).

Nb�Pb�S Nanotubes
Among thedifferent phases existing in theNb�S system,32 the

relevant bulk structures for MLCs are the layered structures of

NbS2. Several polytypes exist for bulk NbS2, which differ in the

stacking of the layers along the c-axis. In the bulk pseudohex-

agonal phase (P63/mmc), the Nb atoms are located in octa-

hedralor trigonalprismatic sitesbetweentwohexagonally close

packed sulfur layers forming a three-atom layered sandwich

structure. The in-plane latticeparameter isa=0.331nm,and c is

an integer multiple of 0.5945 nm, depending on the stacking

order. However, in the tubular structures reported here, two

adjacent layersofNbS2along the c-axiswerenotobserved. Bulk

PbS (Fm3m) exhibits a rock-salt structurewitha latticeparameter

of 0.5934 nm.33 However, upon stacking with NbS2 layers the

structure is modified as will be discussed later.

Figure 4 shows Nb�Pb�S superstructure tubular nano-

crystals with different internal structures. Two main kinds of

nanotubes were observed here: first, tubules with a periodicity

of 1.19 nm along the common c-axis with theoretical stoichi-

ometry of (PbS)1.14NbS2; second, PbNbS2 tubules with a peri-

odicity of 0.88 nm along the c-axis, which can be visualized as

staging n = 1 Pb-intercalated NbS2 nanotubes. For the former,

single in-plane orientation between the NbS2 and PbS layers

and two different folding vectors for the superstructure layer

were observed. Both the (PbS)1.14NbS2 and PbNbS2 groups

contain cylindrical and conical tubular nanocrystals as shown

also in Figure 5 and Figure S1 of the Supporting Information.

(PbS)1.14NbS2 Tubules with 1.19 nm
Periodicity along the c-Axis
Figure 5 shows details of the TEM analyses of two kinds of

PbS�NbS2 nanotubes, which differ in their folding vector.
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Figure 5a shows an example of (PbS)1.14NbS2 tubule with

1.19 nm periodicity as shown in the line profile in Figure 5c.

The tubules consist of alternating layers of NbS2 and PbS.

The periodicity along the c-axis can also be confirmed by

the basal reflections marked by blue arrows in the diffrac-

tion pattern in Figure 5b and also clearly visible in the

Cs-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy

(STEM)�high-angle annular dark-field mode (HAADF) image

in Figure 5d. The interplanar spacings and the Miller indices

are indicated on the diffraction pattern. The diffraction

pattern in Figure 5b clearly shows 12 sets of reflections that

are equally azimuthally distributed on a circle (as marked by

the big red segmented circles) with interplanar spacings of

1.67 and 2.88 Å. Such distances match the interplanar

spacings of (11.0) and (10.0) planes of NbS2, respectively
32

(ICSD col. code 43697). The multiplicity factors for these

planes are six (which is half of the produced reflections). A

couple (out of the 12) of both the 11.0 and 10.0 diffraction

spots coincide with the tubule axis and are marked by

orange arrows. This suggests that, in analogy to the Sn�S

case, two different rolling vectors of the NbS2 layers occur

within the same tubule. In addition, all 12 sets of spots are

splintered by similar angle, and two of them are marked by

red double arrows as shown in the diffraction pattern in

Figure 5b. Such a splitting arises from the chiral folding of the

layers and the chiral angle of 5.5�, which equals half of the

azimuthal splitting of the spots, 11� in this case.

The spots with measured interplanar spacings of 4.08 Å

and its second order 2.04 Å are attributed to PbS layers. The

noted interplanar spacings match the spacings of the (110)

and (220) planes of the layered PbS with space group

Cm2a34 (ICSD col. code 68701). This PbS polytype is known

to occur in MLCs and is different from bulk PbS. The multi-

plicity factor for these planes is four. However, the diffraction

pattern clearly shows 12 pairs of equa-azimuthally splin-

tered couples of spots. As often occurs inMLCs, theMX layer

is being modified to adapt to the hexagonal TX2 layer,

and one of its lattice parameters accommodates a lattice

parameter of ∼(
√
3)a of the TX2 layer, say NbS2 in this case.

Therefore it is convenient to define the pseudohexagonal

TX2with ortho-hexagonal unit cell with a, b= (
√
3)a, and c as

lattice parameters as shown in Figure 6a. In this tube, the b

direction of PbS is parallel to the b direction of the ortho-

hexagonal NbS2, and both these lattice parameters are

almost equal. Therefore, the 010 and 020 spots of PbS are

expected to coincide with the tubule axis as well as the 10.0

FIGURE 4. (a) SEM image of a Nb�Pb�S slab being partially scrolled into tubular crystals, which are marked by red arrows. (b, c) High magnification
images of the tubules in panel a marked by green arrows. Growing steps are marked by blue arrows. (d) Low and high magnification images of a
straight long tubule with telescopic step. High magnification image taken from the area marked by a green arrow. (e) Conical tubules with apparent
scrolling steps.
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of NbS2, see the diffraction pattern in Figure 5b. (The (10.0)

plane of NbS2 according to the pseudohexagonal notation is

equivalent to the (020) of the ortho-hexagonal notation).

However no diffraction spots pertinent to the (010) or (020)

planes of PbS were observed, probably due to the missing

reflections in the PbS lattice. Instead, four couples of 110

spots (marked by green circles) appear at 45� azimuth from

the tubule axis as shown in Figure 5b, that is, in agreement

with the calculated angle of 44.8� between (010) and (110)

planes (the multiplicity factor for the {110} planes of PbS is

four). Since there are three equivalent “b” directions in NbS2
that are rotated by 60� as marked by the green arrows in

Figure 6a, there are two additional layers of PbS (three in-

total), all of which are rotated by 60� relative to each other

about the common c-axis. Consequently, there are three

quartets of 110 spots of PbS azimuthally rotated by 60� from

FIGURE 5. TEM images of (PbS)1.14NbS2 tubules with 1.19 nm periodicity. (a) High, medium, and low (insets) magnification images. (b) SAED pattern
taken from the area shown in panel a. Tubule axis is marked by a pink double arrow. Spots pertinent to the same interplanar spacing aremarked by
segmented rings and their measured values and pertinent Miller indices are indicated (for NbS2, hexagonal labeling system is used). Red circles
correspond toNbS2 and green to PbS. Red and green double arrows point to the spots of NbS2 and PbS used for the determination of the chiral angles.
Blue arrows indicate a basal reflection produced from a superstructure. See text for small green circles and short orange arrows. (c) Line profile
integrated along the regionenclosed in the rectangle in panel a. (d) STEM�HAADF imageof another (PbS)1.14NbS2nanotube similar in structure to that
shown in panel a and atomistic model of the tubule in the inset. (e) SAED pattern of another (PbS)1.14NbS2 tubule with 1.19 nm periodicity exhibiting
different folding vector than that shown in panel b. The notation is the same as that in panel b. See text for red and green small circles.
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each other, virtually forming 12 pairs of equi-azimuthally

splintered couples of spots as clearly seen in Figure 5b.

Due to the 6-fold symmetry of {10.0} planes of NbS2,

these two additional PbS layers form equivalent orientation

with respect to the adjacent NbS2. However, their folding

vector is different and their b-axis deviates from the tubule's

axis.

Also, as in the case of NbS2, 12 couples of PbS spots are

azimuthally splintered within a chiral angle of 11�/2 = 5.5�
as marked by the green double arrows.

In many cases two couples of the 110 (or 220) spots (and

not the 010) of PbS coincide with the tubule axis as marked

by the small green circle in the diffraction pattern in

Figure 5e. Consistently with the previous example, the

10.0 spots of NbS2 (or 020 according to the ortho-hexagonal

system of labeling, the b-axis), which are expected to be

parallel to the 020 of PbS, azimuthally deviate from the

tubule axis by ∼45� as marked by small red circle in the

diffraction pattern in Figure 5e. Such an observation is

indicative of a similar in-plane orientation between the

NbS2 and PbS layers; however the folding vector is different

from the case shown in Figure 5b. This observation suggests

that the tubule axis does not coincide with the b-axis of the

two sublattices in this case.

PbNbS2 Tubules with 0.88 nm Periodicity
along the c-Axis
Figure 7 shows an example of a PbNbS2 tubulewith 0.88 nm

periodicity along the c-axis as shown in the line profile and

confirmed by appropriate basal reflections in the diffraction

pattern marked by blue arrows. It is believed that such a

structure is analogous to the one reported in the ICSD col.

code 74698 with P63/mmc space group.35 The transition

metal (Nb) is in trigonal-prismatic coordination with respect

to the chalcogen (S) atoms, while the Pb atoms are inter-

calated inside the van der Waals gap between each two

adjacent NbS2 layers (staging n = 1) and form a linear

coordination with the sulfur layers of NbS2 as shown in the

model in Figure 7d. This structure could be stabilized through

partial charge transfer driven coordination. Figure 7d shows

a STEM�HAADF image of another PbNbS2 nanotube with

similar structure to the one shown in panel a. Since HAADF is

sensitive to Z-contrast, layers of NbS2 appear dark, while

monolayers of Pb appear bright.

The interplanar spacings of 1.7 and2.96Å in Figure 7c are

in agreement with the inteplanar spacings of 1.67 and 2.9 Å

of the (10.0) and (11.0) planes of Pb-intercalated NbS2,

respectively (see ICSD col. code 74698). These two planes

exhibit six sets of spots (marked by red arrows), which is in

FIGURE 6. (a) Schematic model of single layer of NbS2 annotated according to the pseudohexagonal and ortho-hexagonal coordinates, black and
purple unit cells, respectively. Three equivalent “b” directions are indicated by green arrows according to the ortho-hexagonal unit system. Panels b, c,
and d are single PbS layers: panel c is rotated by 60� and panel d by 120� relative to panel b in such a way that their b-axes are parallel to one of the
equivalent b-axis of NbS2, which marked by green arrows in panel a.
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agreement with the multiplicity factor of 6 for both of

them.35

Chemical analysis of the (PbS)1.14NbS2 and the PbNbS2
nanotubes (shown in Figure S2 in the Supporting Information)

yields an atomic ratio close to 1:1 between the niobium and

lead atoms, which is in agreement with the theoretical stoichi-

ometry. However, since the L lines of Pb and K lines of Nb are

used for the calculations, their accuracy is compromised. An-

other factor hindering the precision of these calculations is the

known overlap between the Pb MR, Nb Lβ, and S KR lines.

The use of energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)

here is supportive and is not expected to be fully quantitative.

However, electron diffraction andHAADF can be actually used

for absolute verificationof the stackingorder andassigning the

accurate structures of the misfit nanotubes (work in progress).

In the SnS/SnS2 and (PbS)1.14NbS2, the formation of the con-

centric nanotubes initiates, most likely, with a formation of a

scroll. On the other hand, the PbNbS2 nanotubes, which are

sometimemore than 10 μm long and have uniform inner and

outer diameters (see Figure S3 in the Supporting Information)

arebelieved togrowunidirectionally. Thisgrowthmodecanbe

promoted by liquid lead. In fact one such long nanotube filled

with lead in its core was analyzed by STEM�EDS as shown in

the Supporting Information in Figure S3. Lead fillingoccurs also

for conical tubes as well as cylindrical ones as shown in Figure

S1b of the Supporting Information. Also, the presence of

tubules with mixed periodicities (as shown in Figure S4 in the

Supporting Information) suggests a combination of possible

growth mechanisms.

On the average, Nb�Pb�S tubules exhibit bigger outer

and inner diameters comparedwith their Sn�S counterparts.

The typical outer diameters of Sn�S nanotubes range be-

tween 20 and 60 nm while those of Nb�Pb�S are between

50 and 250 nm. Outer diameters of up to 500 nm were

observed for the Nb�Pb�S tubules compared with 160 nm

for the Sn�S ones. The larger diameter of the Nb�Pb�S

nanotubes may arise from the higher rigidity of the chemical

bondswhichmanifests itself through higher folding energies.

FIGURE 7. (a) High and low (inset) magnification TEM images of PbNbS2 tubule with 0.88 nm periodicity. (b) Line profile integrated along the region
enclosed in the rectangle in panel a. (c) SAED pattern taken from the area shown in panel a. Tubule axis is marked by a pink double arrow. Measured
interplanar spacings and their pertinent Miller indices are indicated on ring-like patterns (for NbS2 hexagonal labeling system is used). Six short
red arrows point to a sets of spots indicating 6-fold symmetry of the structure. (d) STEM�HAADF image of another PbNbS2 nanotube similar
in structure to that shown in panel a, with the atomistic model of the nanotube.
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In conclusion, this work shows that the driving force for the

growth of nanotubular geometry in this family of compounds

is the misfit between different constituent layers combined

with the chemical energy savings due to the healing of the

dangling bonds at the periphery of the layers.

Experimental Section
Synthesis of Sn�S Nanotubes. For the synthesis of the

Sn�S tubular nanostructures, SnS2, SnS, Bi, and Sb2S3 pow-

ders were inserted into a quartz ampule at a molar ratio of

∼6:2:2:1, sealed in vacuum, and inserted into a vertical

1-zone reactor furnace. The high-temperature annealing

procedure involved two steps. First, the ampule was kept

at a temperature gradient of∼790 �C at the bottom (with the

precursors) and∼110 �C at the upper edge for 1 h. Next, the

ampule was moved inside the furnace and subjected to an

opposite temperature gradient of∼790 �C at the upper edge

and ∼150 �C at the bottom for 50 min. The product accu-

mulated at the bottom cold edge of the ampule.

Synthesis of Nb�Pb�S Nanotubes. For the synthesis of

the Nb�Pb�S tubular structures, Nb, PbS, sulfur (molar ratio

of ∼2.5:1:1.5), and minuscule amounts of PbCl2 were in-

serted into a quartz ampule and sealed in vacuum. The

performed high-temperature annealing procedure involved

two steps. The first step involved heating at a temperature

gradient with 350 �C (bottom with the precursors) and

∼850 �C (upper edge) for 1 h. Next, the ampule was moved

inside the furnace and subjected to an opposite temperature

gradient, i.e.∼850 �C (bottom edge with the precursors) and

∼400 �C at the upper edge for 8 h. The product accumulated

at the upper cold edge of the ampule.

Electron Microscopy. For TEM, the suspension with the

product was dripped on carbon/colloidion-coated lacey Cu

grids. Si/Al SEM stubswere prepared in a similar fashion. The

resulting samples were examined by Philips CM120 TEM,

operating at 120 kV and FEI Technai F20 operating at 200

kV, equipped with HAADF detector for STEM. Both micro-

scopes were equipped with EDS detector (EDAX-Phoenix

Microanalyzer). Many of the analyses were performed with

FEI Technai F30-UT high-resolution transmission electron

microscopy (HRTEM) operating at 300 kV. Zeiss Ultra model

V55 SEMand FEI Titan-S Cs-corrected STEMoperating at 300

kVwere also utilized. High-angle annular dark field (HAADF)

signal was acquired within a 78�440 mrad angular range.

Conclusions
Nanotubes of the misfit SnS/SnS2 compound with different

superstructure orderswere prepared. Inmost nanotubes, the

normal to the (10.0) planes of SnS2 was found to be almost

parallel to the normal to the (011) planes of SnS determining

thereby the in-plane orientation. However, several excep-

tions were encountered, suggesting different in-plane orien-

tations such as when the normal to (010) planes of SnS is

parallel to the normal to (10.0) planes of SnS2.
28

In the PbS�NbS2 system, the PbS and NbS2 layers are

commensurate along the b direction (when considering ortho-

hexagonal system for NbS2) and the fact that the b axis of NbS2
is parallel to the b-axis of PbS determines their in-plane orienta-

tion. However, two main folding vectors were observed: first,

when the tubule axis coincides with the common b-axis and

leads the incommensurate a-directions of the layers to be the

folding directions; second, when the normal to the (110) plane

of PbS coincideswith thenanotubeaxis. For both thePbS�NbS2
and Sn�S systems, it is believed that concentric tubule forma-

tion is promoted by the initial rolling of the MS�TS2 super-

structure sheets and nanoscroll formation (see Figure S5 in the

Supporting Information). PbNbS2 tubules with 0.88 nm periodi-

city consist of intercalated Pb atoms in linear coordination

between the sulfur atoms of the two adjacent NbS2 layers.

Thehigh length anduniformouter and inner diameters suggest

that one-dimensional growth occurs for such nanotubes.

Supporting Information. Conical tubules, chemical anal-

ysis, tubules filledwith lead, tubules with a stacking disorder,

and (PbS)1.14NbS2 tubules with partly rolled superstructure

sheet. This material is available free of charge via the

Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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